Continuous electroencephalography (cEEG) changes precede clinical changes in a case of progressive cerebral edema.
Continuous electroencephalogram (cEEG) is tightly linked to cerebral metabolism and is sensitive to cerebral ischemia and hypoxia. The severity of cerebral ischemia can be seen on cEEG as changes in morphology, amplitude, or frequency, and cEEG may detect neuronal dysfunction at a reversible stage. Case report and imaging. We present a case of focal cerebral edema with changes seen on cEEG 24 h before clinical signs of increased intracranial pressure. cEEG showed developing asymmetry in the left hemisphere followed by burst suppression. The right hemisphere showed similar progression to burst suppression. Complete suppression of both hemispheres was noted 6 h before clinical signs of herniation. Computed tomography (CT) head confirmed a large left parietal intracerebral hematoma with mass effect. cEEG has applications in monitoring cerebral dysfunction in addition to detecting seizure activity in the intensive care unit. It may serve a vital role in multi-modality monitoring for early recognition of neurological complications from brain injuries that may not be noticed clinically, which is paramount to early intervention.